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ROMAN LAW AFTER THE FALL OF ROME
Every good ghost story deserves a good storyteller,
and the story Peter Stein sets out to tell is, as Vinogradoﬀ said, a ghost story.[1] In Roman Law in European History, a master gives his readers both an introduction to
the law of ancient Rome and an account of how that law
lived on, well aer the demise of the ancient society. For
students and for scholarly beginners, this short book is
an excellent way to learn the story and to understand its
importance.
ere is no beer time for the story to be told. e
European movement has sparked interest in the period
when Europe was uniﬁed under ancient Rome. e
movement has also instigated a search for a ius commune,
or common law of Europe, revived from the Middle Ages
(see p. 130). Projects aimed at unifying the private law
of Europe ﬂourish now.[2] As international trade grows,
European notions of private law are creeping into the law
of several common-law countries.[3] Understanding European law and the forces that made it is as essential as
ever. Roman law is one of the most important of those
forces–perhaps the deﬁning force. Roman Law in European History allows its readers to see how Roman law has
shaped European law, even into our own times.
Professor Stein’s book shows its readers how that
process took place. e work starts with a substantive chapter on ancient law (for which many will be
grateful–oen such books assume the reader will already know Roman law).[4] en, aer a moment spent
on the barbarian codes, Professor Stein takes the reader
into the heart of medieval legal development, including
the rediscovery of the Digest, the studium at Bologna,
and the ensuing schools of glossators and commentators. Church, empire, and canon law are discussed, as are
post-medieval developments. Humanism and the scientiﬁc movement in law bring the story to codiﬁcation and
last, to the present.
is version of the story is straightforward and
chronological. e text speaks not only to the well-

prepared but also to those whose recall of European history is spoy or nonexistent. To help place the story, references to familiar names and events are included (such
as Brutus’s assassination of Julius Caesar, p. 14). e text
tries to take into account the reader who reads only English, with explanations of linguistic derivations (p. 3)
and helpful translations of names (p. 67).[5]
Although it is a summary that is mindful of the uninitiated, this small book manages not to sacriﬁce the rigorous or the scholarly. Especially important is the book’s
emphasis on legal method and legal procedure. Professor
Stein explains how the law grew through interpretation
and juristic opinion (pp. 7-13) in a system of case law and
disputation (pp. 17, 18). ese modes of legal development resonate well for the modern reader, who is likely
to recognize at least some of these elements in current
legal systems. Professor Stein also exposes the beauty
of classical legal reasoning, explaining how Gaius’s insight allowed obligations to be seen not only as the debt
of one party but as the asset of the other party. e reader
begins to understand how legal categories change and
grow, with consequent impact on everyday legal ideas
like contracts and torts (p. 20). is is the stuﬀ of law.
is exposition helps us see its timelessness.
Perhaps most signiﬁcantly, Professor Stein does not
neglect procedural innovations and their eﬀect. He introduces the cognitio procedure, for instance, in the chapter
on ancient law (p. 23), thus laying the groundwork for his
discussion later of the Romano-canonical procedure (pp.
57-59). e laer procedure underlies some of the hallmark traits of current civil law, including the inquisitorial procedure and the exaltation of academic jurists (see
pp. 59, 90). e book also explains how procedure aﬀects
both legal method and substantive law. To take the cognitio example again, Professor Stein shows how the new
procedure led from orality to writing (p. 23), and how
the decline of the formulary system “led to a loss in the
precision of the law itsel” (p. 25). e impact of such
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changes can be hard to see, especially for those without
a background in law, but the book meets that problem
with clear, concrete examples (pp. 25-26). By the time
later procedural changes are addressed, the reader is prepared to think about process in a careful, and appropriately lawyerly, way.

have been mentioned in a couple of places (pp. 24, 121).
Still, these are minor diﬀerences in perspective. is reviewer could spot no errors beyond the typographical (p.
33 [eodora died in 548, not 448]).
Roman Law in European History, unsurprisingly, is a
solid and reliable guide. Although it takes the form of
a summary and aims at clear exposition rather than extended argument, a learned and insightful synthesis is essential for telling the story well. A short work on Roman
law in European history is no small undertaking. While
the story is a good one, it is not simple. We must see the
unifying inﬂuence of Roman law in European history, but
we also need to understand how Roman law can be a political tool with a potential for fragmentation (p. 118). As
we hear these debates continuing,[13] we learn to think
again of the story of Roman law and its aerlife.

An accessible introductory work that is historically
and legally rigorous is especially welcome. As recent
scholarship has shown, American lawyers and judges
have oen relied on (not necessarily accurate) ideas of
Roman law in proposing legal changes in the United
States.[6] With Roman law, it is too easy to be ignorant
or mistaken; coming to terms with Roman law can seem
a laborious task.[7] Roman Law in European History can
familiarize readers with fundamental ideas and can guide
the curious to the ﬁrst rank of accepted scholarship. e
book is a major contribution in this regard, as many library shelves tend toward outdated or obsolescent textbooks when it comes to Roman law.
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